AGENDA

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 2019
5:00 P.M.
CONFEREE ROOM 2005

COMMISSION MEMBERS: James Aja, Randy Clark, Mark Freitas, Janice Keating, Jane Manley, Audrey Garvey, Theodore Mills, Mike Rego

I. ROLL CALL

II. DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST

III. PUBLIC COMMENT

IV. CONSENT ITEMS
   A. Consider approving Minutes of the 06/06/2019 meeting

V. OLD BUSINESS
   A. Potentially using Measure L funds for median landscaping

VI. NEW BUSINESS
   A. Update on Measure L fund collected and expended to date
   B. Review quarterly report of Measure L projects updated 7/1/2019
   C. Allocate higher than anticipated funds
   D. Accept Five-Year Measure L Project Plan

VII. COMMISSION COMMENTS AND REPORTS

VIII. MATTERS TOO LATE FOR THE AGENDA

IX. ADJOURNMENT

Posted pursuant to Government Code Section 54954.2 on the bulletin board at Tenth Street Place on

____________________ at ________________ by __________________________

__________________

08/29/19